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ADVERTISEMENTS.

Br. Bamforb, jFtne Custom bailor.

Foreign and Domestic Seeds

ALWAYS ON HAND.

*>*

(iGDd Fit and Workmanship

Suarar.tesd. Ala: Repairing.

LADIES' COATS RENOVATED.

No. 11 TEMPLE ST. Near Stone Church.

©r. RafpR Q). ^®< ©enfisf.

Teeth Extracted Absolutely Without Pain

by the Use of the "Boston Vegetable Vapor."

The new ansethetic produces absolute insensibility to pain, is safe and has no ill effect >.—Christian
Advocate.

It controls the patient longer than gas and is much safer.— Portland (Me.) Globe.

It is claimed that while it has the required properties of ether chloroform nitrous oxide gas it

lacks the disagreeable and dangerous qualities of these drugs. It is certainly a boon to sufferi'n°
humanity to be relieved.'of the nausea too often following the administering of sedatives of the old
school. —Boston Transcript.

Dentistry in All Its Branches.

23= Office in FRENCH'SIBUILDING, five doors south of Post Office. Quincy, Wednesdays
Houks. 9 A. M. to 9 P. M.

COAL. COAL
The Largest Assortment of

Fresh-mined Coal

In the Yards of

J. F. SHEPPARD & SONS.

ESTABLISHED 1889.

D. E. WADSWORTH 6' CO.,

Honest GgqcIs ! Honest Prices

!

That is what has made our business a success.

JOHNSON BROS.,
...DEALERS IN...

SWIFT'S BEST BEEF,
Brighton Dressed Lambs. Native Chickens and

J: owl, Print, \ egetables, and everything carried
id stock by a first-class market.

139 Hancock Street, - - Quincy.

GEO. W. JONES,
... Dealer in...

iiioots. $hocs and Rubbers.
Hats and Caps. Gentlemen's Furnishings.

ADAMS BUILDING. QUINCY MASS



ADVERTISEMENTS.

©ur Bew (Soofcs for Christmas will flMease Hll
BOTH OLE) AND YOUNG.

We have a large assortment to select from as we have made a specialty of

WATCHES, CHAINS, RINGS, PINS and JEWELRY of all kinds, FANCY SETS,

TOILET SETS and Odd Pieces of Different Qualities at Extra Low Prices.

Call and Examine before buying elsewhere, and you will always be a customer, as satisfaction is

guaranteed. Expert Watch, Clock and Jewelry Repairs.

A.\A. LlfeMQTT, Jeweler, 0pp. Past Office, 154 Hancack SI.

Optical work of all kinds. Eyes tested and fitted by an experienced optician.

Branch at Wollaston, Cor. Beale Street and Old Colony Avenue.

(BROWN, THE PRIXTEK.)

Job * pRX^ri^q
in all its branches.

9 CRAN1TE STREET, QUINCY. MASS.

Head-Ease
Positively the best Head-Ache remedy on the

market.

25 CENTS A BOX.

CHA3. C- HBARN, Pharmacist,

176 Hancock St., Quincy.

C. H. BROOKS. S. E. AMES.

BROOKS & AMISS,

PRODUCE AND PROVISIONS.
HANCOCK MARKET,

Corner of Hancnck and Saville Streets,

QTJINCY, 3VTA.SS.

W. C HAKTWELIv,

Mewspapers, Periedcals, Stationery

Blanks Books, Confectionery, Cigars,

Tobacco.

NO. 1 CRANITE STREET, COR. HANCOCK.

FRANK F. CRANE,

Aactieneer and Real Estate Agent.

Office 4 Chestnut St., Quincy.

Also Second Hand Furniture Bought, Sold

and Appraised.

XTbe Al Harwell's
Is for Sale Quincy.

(5oloen At 3f)unk,'s

Regularly Wollaston.

1R0O And at School.

PHOTOGRAPHS !

& -
- —

For fine Photos and work of all kinds
in Crayon and water colors at
reasonable prices go to

Nellie's Elite StiidLio,.
1C Chestnut Street. Quincy, Mass.

T. L. WILLIAMS.
REFRACTING * OPTICIAN.

Lenses ground to order at short notice.

All the latest Scientific Instruments for testing
sight.

104 HANCOCK ST.. QUINCY, MASS.

WOLLASTON REAL ESTATE
ITor* Sale or Kent.

FIRE INSURANCE IN GOOD COMPANIES.

Office in shnr store, Newport Ave., Opp. Depot

O. -A-. ZMHsTOT,
Fashionable Hairdresser,

wi-lies to inform his patrons that he has removed his
barber shop (lormerly located on the corner of Newport
avenue and Brook St.) five doors from the corner on
BROOK STREET, where he will continue to do first-

class work. Children's hair cutting a specialty. Ra-
zors honed and concaved. Thanking you for past fa-

vors and hoping to receive a continuance in the future^
I remain, O. A. MINOT.

<|)HE ©0LDEN R0D j*

IS PRINTED BY

ciEo. w. phescott er 50N.

Artistic Printing Solicited..
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EDITORIALS.
The war in Africa is attracting the at-

tention of every thinking person. It is

not the first war between the English and

Boers, but one of a long series beguu in

1795, when Holland, then master of the

Boers, called on England, her friend, to

aid her in suppressing them. In 1815,

Holland, apparently unable to keep the

Boers in subjection, ceded Cape Colony to

England.

The Boers were very bitter towards the

English, and when, in 1834, England

obliged them to free their slaves, many
left Cape Colony and established homes
in Natal, Orange Free State, and again,

later, when England annexed the Orange

Free State, across the Vaal River.

The Transvaal remained independent

until 1875, when troubles with the natives

obliged them to call on their enemies, the

English, for aid. The English rendered

the aid and annexed the colony ; but in

1880 the Boers tried to oust the British,

and, with this in view, made war on them.

Independence was restored, but with cer-

tain restrictions. The Transvaal agreed

(1) tha/t no treaty into which it might

enter with foreign states should be valid

until it received the approval of the

British Government, (2) that there should

be a limit to the Transvaal's rights to deal

with the native tribes, (3) that the Boers

should not encroach on the boundaries

of their neighbors. Later, the Boers sent

a petition to England to be freed entirely

from her control, but England would per-

mit only the omission of the specific use

of the term "suzerainty." In this manner
England retained the right to approve or

reject all treaties which the Boers might

wish to make, but no other powers.
Gold was discovered in the Transvaal

in 1867, but not until important discoveries

were made in 188G, were many foreigners,

or, using the Boer term, Citlanders, inter-

ested. Then arose fresh troubles. The
Uitlanders founded entire cities and paid

excessive taxes, but, in return, were re-

fused any voice whatsoever in the govern-

ment unless they would become citizens,
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and were restricted in the use of the Eng-

lish language. In order to keep the

Uitlanders from taking part in the gov-

eminent, the Boers passed a law requiring

a residence of fourteen years before they

could have the franchise. After making

futile demands upon Kruger, the Presi-

dent of the Transvaal, the British subjects

sent a petition to Queen Victoria to reform

the abuses from which they were suffering.

Kruger's attention was called to this

petition, but the only remedy he made was

to srrant the frauchise at the end of seven

years of resilience. By this law many

residents became citizens and exerted their

power in the government, but the Boers

would not give them as much freedom as

they wished. Upon a second request from

Great Britain, an oft'm- of a five years'

franchise was made providing England

would give up all claim> of suzerainty and

concede the plan to arbitration. The

English were willing to accept the five

years' franchise if the English language

could be spoken by British members in

the Volksraad. At this point, the Boers,

angered by the proposal, revoked all

franchise offers. England replied that

the turn of affairs obliged her to take a

new view of the situation. On October

10, 1899, the Transvaal sent an ultimatum

to Great Britain, allowing her forty-eight

hours to accept the terms or suffer the

consequences.

The result of course was the present

war, which may end in the supremacy of

either nation, or in a struggle involving

not only the present contestants but also

all the other nations of the world. The

question which arises, after a careful

weighing of the evidence, is, " What

is England's justification for interfering

with or attacking the Boers ?
"

^5* x&^ '-^*

Why I

Like Poetrv.

According to Edmund Clarence Sted-

mund's definition, poetry is " rhythmi-

cal, imaginative language, expressing the

invention, taste, thought, passion and in-

sight of the human soul." Agreeing

with this definition, poetry must be more

than mere riming; it must express deep

feeling.

If a selection is written in rime, most

people think of it as poetry, not taking

metre or meaning into consideration. For

example, Mother Goose's Nursery Rimes

are not poems, but mere rimes ; while

" The Rime of the Ancient Mariner " is a

poem, although it is written in rime.

Poetry does not necessarily rime—indeed,

many poems are written in blank verse,

whereas many prose selections are poeti-

cal, the most familiar examples being the

Psalms and parts of Isaiah.

It shall never be inhabited,
Neither shall it be dwelt in

From generation to generation:
Neither shall the Arabian pitch tent there:

Neither shall shepherds make their fold there.

Bui wild beasts of the desert
Shall lie there:

And their houses shall be full

Of doleful creatures

:

And owls shall dwell then'.

And satyrs shall dance there.

And the wild heists of the islands

shall cry
In their desolate houses.

And dragons
In their pleasant palaces:
And her time is near to come,
And Iter davs shall not he prolonged.

Isaiah XIII. 20-22.

In accordance with the definition of

true poetry, there are more poems ex-

pressing passion and beauty, and the ap-

preciation of the wonders of nature, than

there are similar passages in prose writ-

ings. Perhaps this is because there is

something in the rhythm of poetry that

carries the thought along, and that is es-

pecially adapted to choice language.

There is music in the regular rise and fall

of the syllables, and if the words are

euphonious, poetry is harmony.

The rarest thoughts are expressed in

poetry. On seeing a glorious sunset, the

"illimitable ocean," an unclouded sky

studded with stars, or some equally grand
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sight, all of us have some fleeting thoughts

of great beauty and sadness, which we

cannot express. Poets seem to experience

the same feeling, but they have the power

to express them; and it seems as though

their mission to us is to express the

thoughts we all feel.

We might say that there is onomato-

poeia in every poem, or in all those in

which metre and sense agree, as they

should. Most ballads are written in

stanzas of short verses, which have a cer-

tain jingle to them, and are easy to read.

These poems are usually amusing,—for

example, those of Hood and Saxe. There

are many styles of poetry ; one for us to

enjoy in every mood. Ballads are es

pecially suitable for a gay and happy

mood. There are the style and metre used

in narrative poems, as in Longfellow's

"Tales of a Wayside Inn," which in-

spires no special feeling except interest.

Again, there is the gentle, soothing style

of Longfellow's "Evangeline." This is

particularly beautiful when one is in a

pensive mood, as its rhythm is so restful

and peaceful, and the story itself so

pathetic. Tennyson's " Lancelot and

Elaine " may be included in this class,

because it has a similar effect. The songs

in Tennyson's "Princess "' may be said to

occupy a class by themselves. I know of

no others that produce a similar effect.

They tell no graphic story, but they are

beautiful lyrics, with a tendency toward

loftiness. They suggest glimpses of

delicate colors, for they are so short and

charming. Milton's " Paradise Lost " is

typical of the lofty style that lifts one up,

and carries him along above the little joys

and sorrows of this world. This kind of

poetry is attractive in any mood, as it

takes one out of himself.

Many poems have been written upon the

beauties of nature,—sunrise, sunset, the

moon, the stars, the ocean, brooks,

solitude, flowers and the different seasons,

and these poems are especially attractive.

To sum up, the charms of poetry to me
are as follows : — there is a distinct style

for every mood; poems contain choice

thoughts, which render it expressive, sooth-

ing and ennobling; there are more figures

of speech used in poetry than in prose,

making it attractive ; words and phrases

are more carefully chosen than in prose, a

short phrase often expressing an infinite

amount of thought and beauty ; and

rhythm adds the charm of music to the

whole.

Bessie Whittemore, '99.

**e .j* Jt

Costumes of Ancient

Greece and Rome.
Itis a relief, in these days of constantly

changing fashions in dress, to turn the

attention for a short time to lands where

the costume varied only with the taste and

wealth of the wearer—where a gentleman

was never in doubt as to what hat was

proper for a certain occasion — lands

where, on account of the climate, one was

never reminded by unsympathetic friends

that '-straw hats are called in."'

But even though Greece and Rome seem

to have been nearly perfect in this respect,

their perfection is counterbalanced by the

fact that their articles of clothing, though

never ostracized by fashion, were very

numerous, and each had a great variety

of names. Let the poor man who cannot

learn the difference between muslin, satin,

silk, calico, linen, and the many fabrics

known to the modern shopper, rejoice that

he is not obliged to learn to distinguish

between a birrus and a cucullus, between

a trechidipnum, a paludamenttim and

a suffibulum. Fancy Cicero or Horace

tying a knot in the corner of his toga,

only to forget, when he got to the forum,

whether it was an alicula his wife wanted,

or simply a pair of obstraguli
.'

But let us try to build up a costume

for a Greek or a Roman from tunic to

toga, from hat to shoestrings.
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In the first place, every one would have

a tunica. A woman would probably wear

two of them, while an invalid or very

effeminate man would have a dalmatica,

or long-sleeved tunic, considered too lux-

urious for a self-respecting man. In the

later days of the Empire at Rome, prob-

ably everyone would have a subucula

which was nothing but a dalmatica with

a different name. A woman might wear

also an indusium, which was a short loose

vest. Having dressed our victim thus far.

we have a great variety of outer garments

from which to choose, which differed

chiefly in their names. A Roman gentle-

man would probably put on a tor/a, about

twenty by fourteen feet; and right here

it must be said that if live different

Romans dressed in five togas, exactly sim-

ilar, probably no two would be dressed

alike. From our modern prosaic stand-

point we can only discern that it went

'rouud and 'round, and generally ended

up with a little tail hanging over the arm

I would rather find myself caught in a fish-

net than dressed in a toga, — that is, my
chances of escape would be greater. If

our gentleman was a Greek, he would

call his garment a chlamys, and it prob-

ably would not be so large.

A Roman lady would put on a cyclas^

or circular mantle, sometimes colored.

Here would be the proper place for her

jewelry, — that is, all she could not rind

room for on her hands and arms. The

cyclas of a rich lady was often heavy with

gold and jewels. A Greek lady, in simi-

lar circumstances, would resort to the

peplum, which is, or was, exactly like the

cylas. The peplum was a frequent

offering to Athene, — an offering made,

probably, in the same spirit which prompts

our gentlemen to stake a hat, or a lady a

pair of gloves, when the circumstances are

such as to invest such a wager with a

certain amount of pleasurable excitement

If the lady, Greek or Roman, did not want

to dress so richly in the morning, the palla

would do very well, corresponding to the

business man's toga.

Now if the weather were bad, the gentle-

man or ladv would make use of the birrus,

which was thick and heavy and had a

large hood. This garment was also used

when circumstances demanded conceal-

ment of the form and features, just as the

mask and wig are used by many young
men of modest and retiring disposition

early in the morning of one of our great

national holidays. The same garment

might be called a cucullus, tegillum or

endromis, but the tegillum was generally

coarser than a gentleman would care to

use.

Xext to consider the special cases. A
soldier would wear a sagum., and in bad

weather an abolla, but his general would

use the pal udamentum, a red cloak after-

wards assumed by the emperors. A pro-

vincial might occasionally appear in town

wearing braccae, or golf-trousers, which

the Greeks derisively called " bags." But
we must not judge them by the Greek

standard, for to their eyes, everything

not Greek was absolutely worthless.

This trait is particularly noticeable, in our

days, in persons -who come from the city

.of New York. A workman would wear

the exomis, leaving his right arm free.

The Roman boys, in addition to the tunic

and outer garment sometimes wore the

alicula, which was a short, awkward

garment resembling an abbreviated golf-

cape.

As for hats, most people did not use

them at all, but, I am sorry to say, the

Roman women sometimes made use of

false hair, which they called caliendrum.

A young gentlemau, of eighteen or twenty

years, might use the petasus or- causia,

both of which were soft felt hats with wide

brims much like our " Rougrh Rider " hats.

A bald-headed, old gentleman might use a

galerus, or skull-cap, with fur on the

outside, to resemble human hair. A priest

would wear a white alobogalerius to
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increase his dignity, and his height.

The item of shoes did not bother the

Roman or Greek, for almost any shoe

could be worn anywhere, and at any time.

The calceur corresponded in shape to our

low shoe, and was much worn. Besides

the actor's baxae, or cothurni the only

other shoe to be noted was the soldier's

caliga, which immediately calls to our

mind Caligula, the poor little fellow,

dressed in big brogans to curry favor for

his father among the soldiers. However

such a misfortune would be more en-

durable than being named " Dewey.''

The only remaining article of dress was

the shoe-string, obstvagulum, but I must
not overlook the fact that the Roman had

a sinus, which served as a poor substitute

for a pocket, in the folds of his toga upon

his breast.

On the whole the Greek and Roman
garments appear to have been more
graceful, if not more convenient, and more

suitable to adorn the human figure than

those of our day. It is much easier to

fancy Webster, Calhoun, or the Duke of

Wellington enveloped in the graceful folds

of the toga or paludamenturn than to

imagine Cicero aud Pompey in modern
evening dress, or Hannibal in a blue

uniform and rubber-boots. The Roman
and Greek costumes imparted a grace to

the figure which our awkward clothes fail

to imitate, and thus made the way easy for

the grand sculptors of the classic age.

s*?* v5* »^*

LOCALS.
1901 still leads in attendance.

1902 has commenced class dues. Be
sure to pay them.

Why are the Freshmen so wary of the

prize contest?

The exchange column is omitted this

month, for lack of room.

1902 may have class pins soon, since a

design has been selected.

The Freshmen long to become Seniors

while the Seniors almost wish they were

Freshmen again.

The Sophomore class is anxiously in-

quiring if it is to have any Wednesday
work besides essays.

The "Flying Squadron" will hereafter

vary the monotony of forging ahead by

soaring aloft once a fortnight.

How often ice and its accompaniments
were looked up over the dictionaries in the

study hall by the young ladies.

A young gentleman in the Freshman
Class has lately distinguished himself by

tumbling over backward in his chair.

A Junior debating society has been

formed with Mr. Nichols as its presiding

officer. He received a unanimous vote.

Vacation has its draw backs as well as

its pleasures. There is the inevitable

composition when we get back to school.

Though very sorry, the Freshmen think

it is a great convenience to them, for

a teacher to go home sick once in a

while. It gives them a chance to make
up back work.

The Seniors have received a formal

challenge from the Juniors for an ice-

polo game. Tf this game should take

place it might lead to a school team.

Adams could then, perhaps, find the

chance they are looking for, to revenge

their defeats at foot-ball.

Two little mice seemed deeply inter-

ested, a few days ago, in the wars of

Caesar and in the original propositions

of Geometry, for they visited classes

in both subjects. Although the scholars

wondered which lesson they liked the

more, they made no comments.

To the Cooking Class.

The cooking class was started
On Thursday afternoon,

I've heard it said the mice will start
Their weekly hanquet soon.

The Seniors being rapid,
Got ready right away,
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They cooked a while, then ate a while

—

Two didn't come next day.

I couldn't tell you all they cooked,
Because I wasn't there.

I only know from what 1 heard
And odors in the air.

They said the indigestibles

Were very, very good,
They served them on all kinds of things
From iron down' to wood,

If they should ask you up to eat,

Be sure you do not go
To die a Santiago death
From leather, lead, and dough.

o Seniors! pardon me my joke,

I wish you all success,

J e good obey your teacher, and
Don t touch the H. S.

^?* v?* ^?*

ATHLETICS.
The Need of a

School Gymnasium.

The advancement of education has

been great during the last century, and

the educators of the day are earnestly

searching for every means which will in

any way further this progress. All works

which seem essential to education are in-

troduced into the buildings which have

for their object the growth of learning.

It is now being realized that the study

of educational gymnastics is most im-

portant to the school life, and a gymna-

sium should be found in every school.

The practice of gymnastics, which twenty

or thirty years ago was considered wholly

unnecessary to the health or welfare of

man, is now, in this awakened age,

thought not only useful in gaining

strength, but it is taken as a part of every-

one's education. A school is thought

incomplete without a gymnasium, for the

exercises which are practiced there, make

the surest foundation for all study.

Man was not created for the purpose of

wasting his powers but rather to bring his

life to as perfect a stage as possible ; that

is to say to develop himself in every direc-

tion, to make the best possible use of the

parts of his body and to bring to its fullest

light any talent which God may have
given him. Man is often spoken of as a

trinity for he possesses three natures, the

physical, the mental and the moral, and it

is necessary that each of these natures

should be fully developed before a

complete stage can be reached. Both the

mental and the moral natures are greatly

dependent on the physical. This may
easily be seen,—a person who is in a poor

condition physically will not be able to do

as good brain work as one who has good
health. The moral nature is more likely to

be affected in the same way, for when one

feels strong and able to meet the hard-

ships of life he is more likely to do the

straight acts than to turn toward the

crooked ones. The physical side of man's

nature underlies both of the others and it

is through the education of the physical

that the mental and moral may be im-

proved. It is very unusual for a man to

become perfectly developed without the

aid of gymnastics.

For anyone whose life is more or less

spent in mental work physical exercise is

most beneficial. This may be secured in

some degree by an invigorating walk but

most thoroughly through gymnastics. It

is in a gymnasium man gains strength and

has any deformities such as round

shoulders or bad carriage corrected.

The increase of brain powers by means

of physical exercise is shown by the differ-

ent qualities that are gained through the

practice of educational gymnastics—accu-

racy, concentration of attention, and pres-

ence of mind. As these qualities increase

and the brain becomes more highly de-

veloped, mental tasks grow simple and

greater problems are solved.

A school of today, enriched by the

many advantages which men of mark of

the last century have brought forth,

should furnish to its students the great

benefits to be derived from a gymnasium.

Lucy D. Luard, '01.






